A class of facet producing graphs for vertex packing polyhedra  by Trotter, L.E.
e cxami~e a family of graphs called webs. For integers n 2~ 2 and k, i Q k Q in, the 
1 tlaas vertices Eh = { 1. ._, n) and edges {(i, j): j = i + k. . . . . i + n -- k, for i E Vn 
~1). A sharactcrization is given for the vertex packing polyhedron of WGn. k) 
ts contain a tam. none of whose projections is a facet for the lower dimensional vertex 
~ckin~ polyhedra o n. k). Simple necessary and suffi- 
cien t candi t Ions ore k) to contain W , k’) as an induced subgraph; these 
conditions are used to show that webs satisfy the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture. 
Complements of webs are also studied and it is shown that if both a graph and its com- 
plement are webs, then the graph is either an odd hole or its complement. 
e consider a finite, undirected graph E) with vertices V and 
edges E and assume that E contains neither loops nor multiple edges. 
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s correspond to members of TG a~ 
@ = conv. hull {x”: PE 
e anti-blocking theory of Fulkerson [7,8] ows that for any khaki 
e (complete subgraph) with vertice:: Cc V there is a facet” 
adberg has shown in [ 161 that 
m odd holes (chordless cycles of 
r the odd hole H, such a facet is of the form 
rally the case that not all facets of 
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cnts of webs and indicate several implications of this 
material for perfect graphs. 
9 
&. 
given by 
01, k) denote the tt X tz binary matrix 
1 forj=i.i+ I,..., i + k -- 1 (sums mod I?) snd i = I. . ..? n, 
aij = 
0 else. 
hJcr;ice that when rl 3 2 and It G k < i n. 
of rnaxim~~ aclcings with v 
incidence matrix 
376 
WC , pt 6. 11’ -- “r would imply either i = i’ or k divides i -- i’. Hence 
Ah. kP h2s linearly dependent rows. 
airs of consec- 
bus we have A, = hk+l = X2k+l = . . . . so that A, = . . . = AR. 
frz, k)h = On, we conclude that h, = . . . = An = 0. ~or~se~~uerlt~~ 
e can now characterize those webs for which the inequality 
W(n k) if and only if kk, k) con- 
m packings of cardinality k’with corresponding affine 
idence vectors. Since _4(n. k) is the incidence matrix of 
ings with vertices in Wfn, k), the former statement is true 
la, k) is invertible. The desired conclusion now folls 
cresting alternative proof 
the wo:k of Chvital [ 
removal increases the 
is not faoct producing. 
(if) Clearly ( I ) is 8 facet 
er the projectisn 
Let 9 bc a flails of subsets of ii = 61, . . . . n) with thh: property that 
he pair S = (I, 9 ) is called an ir 
378 
he high degree of symmetry in ) leads to sur 
irz’, k’) to be an induced sub- 
e will use the notation 
‘, k’) is ah induced subgraph of 
ssary conditions for such containment are N 
assume henceforth. The following theorem states 
II‘, k’), it is both necessary and sufficient that we 
Pe to select k’ vertices from I/n for which ihe set of k consec.utive 
vertices of W(r2, kj beginning with any chosen vertex contains exact& 
‘ chosen vertices 
(if) Given V’ as described, we must also have 
d”;ail 
-- k + 1 )I = k’ for each I G j < d, or else the former 
tbr an appropriate choice of j, 1 j < M’. Thus the 
12, k) indulr:ed by V’ is W(n’. k’). 
(only if) Suppose V’ = (il. . . . , in8} _C I/n induces WV’, k”) and choose 
I, . . . . ii + k -- 1) an 
nceSE PWtnk)J 
f Q k’. Similarly, IT n V’j9 k’. 
‘(n’, k’) which are not incident to $. Since 
‘r ft !q > k’, hich contradicts the size of a max- 
k’), we must ave fS f7 V’f = k’. 
j m-e taken mod n.) 
insures that $ ‘1 = 11’, where V’ = (i: Xi = 1). 
i-7 {i. i + 0, . ..? ’ Thus the existe!xe of a fessible 
by Theorem 3.5. On the 
11’. AI’), we choose ’ as described in Theorem 
3.1 and define x by xi = 1 for i E V’ and Xi = 0 otherwise. 
) and (5). If -Xi 1, then IV’ n (i, i + 1, . . . . i + k - 1) 
i = k’ - I and ) is satisfied. If Xi = 0 and (4) is 
- j where j is the least index for which i - j E V’. 
In this case 
I (i’. i’ += 1, . . . . i’ + k - 1)1 < k’ , 
which contradicts i’ E ) also holds for x. 
system (2) -- (5 ah the more useful condition:: 
eo k’) if and only if 
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otice that j = 11’ implies 5 
re the last inequality follows from the first condition of (6). 
r hand, th,e second condition of (6) implies (k -- 1 ZI~‘/U 
from ~whith *we coxlude that ’ 
lining this with our previous relation yields 
Theorem 3.3 actually determines t 
k) when the conditions (6) are 
s a division of the interval [ 0,~ ] 
ments, each of length . +f. f the right-hand endpoint of the 
interval (i - 1, i] , 1 G i 
6 3 
4 
Fig. 1. 
he conditions (6) also imply that the containment indicated in 
Tlworem 3.3 is proper if and only if cz > rz’ and k > k’, except for cliques. 
Since tl@ = fr1f J is tile largest integer satisfying (6) with k’ = 1, we 
also ab tain 
eorem uses the techn 
Tn, A3 from an induce 
at eqvality. The maximum 
V(n”, k ) is facet producing 
are ch Aehl as follow:;. 
heorem 3.1, the set 
Si = V’ Tp {t, i’ + 1, .,., i’ + k -- 1). 
k’ and because k” > f (SW Theorem 2.3), 
, . . . . i’+ k - 1). Since Si u (i] is; a subset of the packing 
(Al, k), it ~O~!W~VS that Yi w (i) is a packing 
1, k). Thus %he required n - ings are given by Si u {i) y 
hearem 3.7 5hows that rhe facet (7) of W(n, k) is ob- 
hnique d>!scrihed in [ 14,3 61 regardless of the particular 
the vettic:es in VJ V”. In addition we point out that 
(PI’, k’) be Cacet producing, rather than 
and k’ to be relatively prime, is needed to avoid ob- 
th cliqwles in IV@,, k) which are not maximal in 
(n’. ! ) is a maximit clique in k), it is associ- 
W(n kj of the form d 7). I ~ 
. 
the graph C = ( P’, E) we mean the graph - 
ZZ {(i, j): i, j E i + j, (i, j) 4 E) . The corn pie 
ing polyhedra 383 
must he integer-valued, n + 9 + Ibr must be a perfect 
is implies I* = 1. Thus we have either k = )(?I -- I) or k = 2. 
the former case (II. k) is an odd hole and in the iatter, an odd anti-hole 
(notcf k = 2 even violates k + [lt \, k 1 = f(n + 3)). 
Complements of d facets for the packing polyhedron. 
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the vertices of G into cliques and let W(G) be the size of a maximum 
vertex packing in G. G is called Ir-perfect if o(H) = a( 
C C. Y_13crj’L’ction is &fine simi~ariy usin 
. 
of a minimum partition of the vertices of G i a packings. and 
) = a(c), the size of a maximum clique in 6. graph which is both 
rfect and r-perfect is called perfect. The perfect graph theor~~m asserts 
y-perfection is equivalent o perfection for G (see 
ulkerson [ ?, 8,9]). 
x minimal imperfect graphs have been called critical (see Sachs 
he strong perfect graph conjecture [ 21 asset ts that the only crit- 
aghs are odd holes and odd anti-hoies or, equivalently, that G & 
if and only if no induced subgraph H C C is an odd h3le or odd 
‘le. ‘This conjecture has been proven true for planar graphs by 
er [ 23 1 L Since ,the polyhedron 
is axi JPZ X tz binary matrix, each of whose rows is essential, has 
atrix of maximal 
fd provide an interesting raphical characterization of certain 
e that this implies 11 and A- are 
f and only if the non-trivi 
is facet producing. 
must be in exactly k maximum packings in C and also tha 
k is a facet of 
Vertex ~~ck~~~ polyhedm 385 
ae “smalfest” such pair of in- 
rtex coun terexdm 
If so, this graph is not W( IO, 3), since 
heorem 3.3. In fact, the only (5,2), as can 
critical s are o 
hcorcrn 3.3 shows t 
2na (2s+l)k, 
(2s+ I)(k - li, 
and 
(11) W(rt,kG2 lkQt+l,t)~ 
( 
rzt 2 (3 +l)k* 
n(t --- 1) G (2 + 1 )(k -- I). 
Letting s = 2.3, . . . in ( IO), we see that W(n. k) contains an odd anti-hole 
if and only if k is in some interval 
Similarly. for t = 2,3, . . . 
if k is iz some inte 
). Wur, k) contains air: odd hole if and only 
o prove the theorem we will show that the intervals (1% (1 
the integer values of k 
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he overlap of successive intcnrals in (12) is a decre 
osee this, for0 2 let f(s) denote this value for t 
onding ts s and s + 1; i.e., define 
fW 
31 i’l 
= __II_ .I -- ..P 
zs $3 2S+l 
1, s= 2,3, . . . . 
rst de~iv3tjve of f’(s) is nanpositke for s 2, f is decreasing 
similar situation holds for the intervals sf ( 13). 
tn 
g(t) = & -- - -- 2r +3 1, f= 2,3, . . . ) 
note that g is decreasing for I 2 2. 
and g(t) are decreasing functions and we have 
2)l G & + 2)_ it suffices to show that ,#(FI -- 2)) 3 0 and 
y direct substitution we obtain after simplifkatian that 
s the theorem holds for II 2 12. 
s that W&3), cz’(% 3), 
and W( 1 1,3) 3 W(X2). 
heore.m 4. l)? the strong perfect 
the statement hat a critical gr 
e is provided in [ 5 1. Theorer 
P 4. 387 
and 
Thus the above restrictions are equivalent to 
ow ifs > 2 and t > 2, (s + 4 ) is minim edbys=3and12t+l)/(t--1) 
is maximized by t = n this case, if ( I 1 is to btz satisfied. we must have 
which is impossi hus we must ave either s z~ 2 or t = 2. 
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